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ABSTRACT

DNA replication must be faithful and follow a well-
defined spatiotemporal program closely linked to
transcriptional activity, epigenomic marks, intranu-
clear structures, mutation rate and cell fate determi-
nation. Among the readouts of the spatiotemporal
program of DNA replication, replication timing anal-
yses require not only complex and time-consuming
experimental procedures, but also skills in bioinfor-
matics. We developed a dedicated Shiny interactive
web application, the START-R (Simple Tool for the
Analysis of the Replication Timing based on R) suite,
which analyzes DNA replication timing in a given
organism with high-throughput data. It reduces the
time required for generating and analyzing simulta-
neously data from several samples. It automatically
detects different types of timing regions and identi-
fies significant differences between two experimen-
tal conditions in ∼15 min. In conclusion, START-R
suite allows quick, efficient and easier analyses of
DNA replication timing for all organisms. This novel
approach can be used by every biologist. It is now
simpler to use this method in order to understand,
for example, whether ‘a favorite gene or protein’ has
an impact on replication process or, indirectly, on ge-
nomic organization (as Hi-C experiments), by com-
paring the replication timing profiles between wild-
type and mutant cell lines.

INTRODUCTION

DNA replication is a highly regulated process involved in
the maintenance of genome stability (1–3). Its accuracy
relies partly on a spatio-temporal program that regulates
timing and location of origin firing (4,5). Based on this

program, replication is organized into large-scale domains
that replicate at different times in S phase (6–8). Protocols
developed to study the replication timing (RT) in specific
cell lines have been established in different laboratories (9–
13). A script dedicated to RT analysis was previously de-
veloped by David Gilbert’s laboratory (10,12), but it re-
quired skills in bioinformatics and R language. In order to
make the analysis of experimental results easier for biolo-
gists, we implemented an interactive suite, START-R (Sim-
ple Tool for the Analysis of the Replication Timing based on
R) Analyzer and START-R Viewer, showing user-friendly
interfaces. This START-R suite is dealing with RT experi-
ments made with microarrays or with Repli-seq data (either
Early/Late or S/G1 ratios) from different organisms. These
web applications would make easier differential analyses
of RT, by comparing conditions such as treated/untreated
cells or mutated/normal cells. They are free and may be im-
proved by developers, according to specific needs. In addi-
tion, RT profiles correlate with A/B compartment profiles
predicted by chromosome conformation methods. Regions
of the genome defined by Hi-C profiles as A compartments
are also identified as Early replicated domains, whereas re-
gions defined as B compartments are Late replicating do-
mains (14). Furthermore, some replicating domains coin-
cide with a subset of topologically associating domains and
more closely with the ones located at compartment bound-
aries (15). Studies of RT programs with START-R suite take
shorter time to perform and therefore open new research
perspectives for many laboratories working in DNA repli-
cation, in chromosome conformation and in other closely
related molecular processes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

START-R suite

START-R Analyzer and START-R Viewer
(doi:10.5281/zenodo.3251905) were developed using
the Shiny R package (W. Chang, J. Cheng, J. Allaire,
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Y. Xie and J. McPherson, Shiny: web application
framework for R, R package version 1.2.0, 2018, https:
//CRANR-project.org/package=shiny). The source code
and the installation procedure are available on GitHub
(https://github.com/thomasdenecker/START-R). All R
packages used in the START-R suite are listed in the
Readme file on GitHub. Users should install Docker and
then follow installation procedures described for each
operating system (Windows, Linux and Mac OS) in the
Readme file (Figure 1). Although the installation of these
web-based applications has been simplified as much as
possible, it may even so require some computer knowledge
(especially on Linux). Once installed, the START-R suite
is an easy-to-use tool requiring no computer skills (see
Supplementary Figure S1 and the Wiki section on GitHub
for more details).

Validation of START-R suite using microarray data from
other laboratories

We analyzed with the START-R suite the microarray data
obtained by Hiratani et al. (16) of D3esc and D3npc9
cell lines during mouse cells’ differentiation (GEO acces-
sion numbers: GSM450273 and GSM450285, respectively).
As data extracted from the Nimblegen platform are in
PAIR format, we used a script to convert data into a valid
format for START-R Analyzer (convertPair.R, available
on GitHub in ‘supplement script’ file, https://github.com/
thomasdenecker/START-R).

Early/Late-seq data and conversion

In order to validate our software, we used data correspond-
ing to Repli-seq 46C mouse cells––Early S fraction or Late
S fraction, respectively (GSM2496038 and GSM2496039).
Read mapping was obtained using Bowtie2 (2.3.4.2 version)
with the very sensitive end-to-end option. Then, PCR dupli-
cates were removed by RmDUP from SAMTools (2.0.1 ver-
sion). BamCoverage parameters were fixed (3.1.2.0.0 ver-
sion with default parameters) to a bin size of 10 kb (cor-
responding to the genomic distance between microarray
probes) and reads per kilobase million (RPKM) normal-
ization to generate a bedGraph file. A headline was added
to the file to name the four columns (chr, start, end and
gProcessedSignal for Early file or rProcessedSignal for Late
file, respectively). Then, a script to convert and merge the
bedGraph files from Early and Late samples to a format
compatible with START-R Analyzer was developed. This
script is available on GitHub in ‘supplement script’ file as
convert bamcoverage file.R.

Validation of START-R suite using S/G1 data from multiple
species

Different laboratories analyze variations of DNA copy
number between G1 and S phase cells (S/G1 ratio) to
study the RT program with Repli-seq. We used data
obtained from different organisms such as Drosophila,
zebrafish and humans (17–19), to validate the START-
R suite (GSM3154888, GSM3154890, GSM2282090,
SRX3413939-40). As previously, BAM coverage files from

G1 and S fractions are converted to a format compat-
ible with START-R Analyzer with the aforementioned
‘convert bamcoverage file.R.’ script.

RESULTS

RT analysis with START-R suite allows robust statistical
analysis

We developed a software allowing an automatic detection
of RT regions and a differential analysis between two con-
ditions. The START-R suite is implemented into an HTML
interface for more efficient use and sharing by biologists.
START-R is built-in and packaged into a virtual environ-
ment with Docker (Figure 1). Thus, START-R can be eas-
ily deployed on a personal computer or on a server, and
can run independently of any library updating. START-
R provides as many parameters as possible for a compre-
hensive analysis of the RT program (Supplementary Figure
S1A–K). Furthermore, we added new scaling, normaliza-
tion and smoothing methods (Supplementary Figure S2)
and also novel statistical approaches to detect differences
between two samples. A classical differential analysis per-
formed with START-R takes ∼15 min with a standard lap-
top computer. START-R Analyzer can run data from all
organisms with different genome assemblies. This flexibil-
ity is one of the new aspects of the START-R suite that
allows to analyze RT program in every organism (Supple-
mentary Figure S1B). In addition, START-R generates RT
profiles in PDF and all the files necessary for a better and
customized visualization with START-R Viewer. START-R
Analyzer also produces specific files that could be visualized
with START-R Viewer, a specific genome browser tool ded-
icated to START-R suite.

A large panel of new settings and tools for RT analysis

We based our method on four major steps: normalization
(between Early and Late fractions, between two replicates
and between two independent experiments; Supplemen-
tary Figure S2A), smoothing (different options are avail-
able; Supplementary Figure S2B), identification of transi-
tion timing regions (TTRs; Supplementary Figure S3) and
segmentation. The originality of our approach is to first de-
tect TTRs in order to better identify constant timing re-
gions (CTRs; Supplementary Figure S3). The identifica-
tion of TTRs is based on their intrinsic properties: regions
that include more than three consecutive probes with sig-
nificantly different Early/Late intensity log ratios are con-
sidered as TTRs (Supplementary Figure S3). The statisti-
cal significance of differences between intensity log ratios is
calculated by the outlier box plot method (Supplementary
Figure S4) (20). Following TTR detection, START-R Ana-
lyzer localizes CTRs: TTRs are subtracted from the genome
(Supplementary Figure S3) and the remaining regions are
considered as CTRs. At the end of these steps, START-R
Analyzer automatically generates a BED file for CTRs and
TTRs making easier further bioinformatic analyses and the
display of the RT domains via a genome browser (Supple-
mentary Figure S1F). A codebook is also generated to en-
sure the traceability of options chosen for each analysis.
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Figure 1. Stack overview of the START-R suite. The START-R suite is able to analyze all types of genome-wide RT data formats like microarray data,
Repli-seq data with Early/Late and S/G1 ratios, and RT data from multiple organisms. The START-R suite was developed using the Shiny R package (W.
Chang, J. Cheng, J. Allaire, Y. Xie and J. McPherson, Shiny: web application framework for R, R package version 1.2.0, 2018, https://CRANR-project.org/
package=shiny) and Plotly visualization tools (C. Sievert, C. Parmer, T. Hocking, S. Chamberlain, K. Ram, M. Corvellec and P. Despouy, plotly: create
interactive web graphics via ‘plotly.js’, R package version 4.7.1, 2017, https://CRANR-project.org/package=plotly). The START-R software (START-R
Analyzer and START-R Viewer) are open-source web-based applications (doi:10.5281/zenodo.3251905). For the storage and production steps, the START-
R suite was concatenated using Docker in order to install, use and share it easily. These software can be used with different operating systems: Windows,
Mac OS and Linux. The source code and the installation procedure are available on GitHub (https://github.com/thomasdenecker/START-R). To install
the START-R suite, users should install Docker and follow the Readme file containing the installation procedure (https://github.com/thomasdenecker/
START-R/blob/master/README.md). Finally, in order to run the START-R suite, users should double-click on the START-R file (Windows) or launch
the command line (Mac OS X, Linux), followed by opening an internet browser at the following URLs: http://localhost:3838/ for START-R Analyzer and
http://localhost:3839/ for START-R Viewer.

We added a step allowing the differential analysis of RT
programs from two experiments. Thus, we can now com-
pare RT profiles obtained in different conditions and/or
with different cell lines to identify genomic elements that
can modify the RT program. Our differential analysis in-
cludes three different methods of comparison: the Mean
method, the Euclidean method and the Segment compari-
son method. When the goal is to identify most regions with
strong RT changes, we recommend using the most stringent
Mean method. The less stringent Segment and Euclidean

methods allow the detection of a larger set of RT changes,
while increasing the risk of obtaining false positives.

The last major implementation is START-R Viewer (Sup-
plementary Figure S1K). This web-based interface allows
the visualization of the RT profile generated by START-
R Analyzer in dynamic charts obtained with the Plotly
library (C. Sievert, C. Parmer, T. Hocking, S. Chamber-
lain, K. Ram, M. Corvellec and P. Despouy, plotly: create
interactive web graphics via ‘plotly.js’, R package version
4.7.1, 2017, https://CRANR-project.org/package=plotly).
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Figure 2. Genomic characteristics of regions harboring different RT programs. START-R Viewer allows the visualization of RT data with many features.
The START-R differential analysis of RT profiles is shown here for a portion of chromosome 7 in mouse D3esc (blue) and D3npc9 (red) cells. We used
START-R Analyzer with the standard options: Loess Early/Late normalization, scale inter-replica normalization, inter-experiment standardization, Loess
method for smoothing (span = 300 kb), 2.5 for SD difference between two segments and mean comparison analysis with a Holm’s method P-value of 0.05
for the differential analysis. The advanced (green) and delayed (pink) regions identified with START-R Analyzer are indicated underneath the RT profiles.
Light gray and gray spots indicate data from both RT experiments. With these parameters, 2066 CTRs were detected in the genome and 910 regions showed
different RT between D3esc and D3npc9 cells. Box plots illustrating genomic characteristics (GC content, LINE-1 content and gene coverage) of regions
harboring different RT programs are shown in Supplementary Figure S6.

One can easily identify CTRs, TTRs (Supplementary Fig-
ure S5A) and significantly advanced or delayed regions
(Supplementary Figure S5B). We therefore developed a
genome browser to optimally display the maximum of
data generated by START-R Analyzer. The START-R suite
also automatically generates files with different output for-
mats essential for further molecular characterizations and
compatible for classical bioinformatic tools and/or for
GALAXY genomic tools (21).

START-R analysis of RT programs during differentiation in
mouse: a new analysis of previous data

To validate our START-R based-approach without a pri-
ori consideration, we decided to re-analyze the data gen-
erated by the Gilbert’s group concerning the changes of
RT program during cell differentiation in mouse D3esc and
D3npc9 cell lines (16). We converted these raw data with the
convertPair.R script available in our GitHub project into
the correct format for START-R Analyzer. RT profiles gen-
erated with START-R Analyzer (Figure 2) and molecular
signatures (Supplementary Figure S6) are identical to the
ones previously described by Gilbert’s group. Each modified
timing region had a particular molecular signature: Late-
to-Early or advanced regions show a GC/LINE-1 den-
sity and gene coverage similar to constant Early regions,
while Early-to-Late or delayed regions showed GC/LINE-
1 density and gene coverage similar to constant Late
regions.

Validation of START-R with Early–Late Repli-seq data from
mouse

Nowadays, many data of RT program are generated with
Repli-seq experiments, but their analysis is time-consuming
and often requires bioinformatics skills. We analyzed the
Early/Late Repli-seq data from Marchal et al. (12). We
specifically developed a supplemental script to convert
the BAM coverage file to a log Early/Late file (con-
vert bamcoverage file.R) to be sure that the integration into
the START-R pipeline was correct. Then, we compared the
RT smooth profiles generated from Early/Late Repli-seq
data with those generated by the same group using microar-
rays (Figure 3A). Profiles are almost identical to the ones
described by Marchal et al. (12). Thus, START-R Ana-
lyzer and START-R Viewer can be easily used to analyze
Early/LateIDEX Repli-seq data, showing their versatility
and their simplicity of use.

Validation of START-R with S–G1 Repli-seq data from
Drosophila, zebrafish and humans

Other laboratories use the ratio of DNA content between
G1 and S phases to analyze the RT program. We wanted to
know whether START-R suite can run the correct analyses
with this type of data and also with other organisms than
mice and humans. We performed exactly the same pipeline
used for Early/Late Repli-seq data described above with
Drosophila, zebrafish and human S/G1 data (17–19). Then
and as expected, START-R can be run with S/G1 log ratio
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Figure 3. The START-R suite allows analysis and visualization of both Repli-chip and Repli-seq data from different model systems. (A) RT profiles of
a portion of mouse chromosome 10 from ES46C cell line are generated using Repli-chip (top panel) and Repli-seq data (bottom panel) with START-R
web applications. Dashed vertical lines show common RT regions between both profiles. (B) RT profiles obtained by S/G1 ratios are shown for the left
part of Drosophila chromosome 3 (3L) and for zebrafish chromosome 1 (blue lines). The profiles display distribution of Early and Late CTRs, in red and
green, respectively, and of TTRs, in yellow. Segments corresponding to regions of constant timing are shown in purple. Gray spots indicate data from RT
experiments. (C) RT profiles of human HEK293T chromosome 4 are generated using S/G1 ratio and Repli-chip data. The empty space inside the RT
profiles represents the centromere region.
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data (Figure 3B and C). We observed similar profiles as the
ones already observed for these different organisms.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we show a new automated protocol for ana-
lyzing RT profiles (Figure 1), obtained with different meth-
ods, in all organisms. As a proof of concept, we succeed
in generating RT analyses for human, mouse, Drosophila
and zebrafish genomes (Figures 2 and 3). START-R suite’s
user-friendly interface allows choices between different pa-
rameters at all steps used to generate RT profiles (Supple-
mentary Figure S1). Compared to the previous methods
(10,12), START-R Analyzer first detects TTRs and thus
better refines and improves the CTR detection (Supplemen-
tary Figures S3 and S5A). In addition, START-R Ana-
lyzer contains new calculation methods for differential anal-
yses between two conditions or cell lines (Supplementary
Figure S5B).

This flexibility gives the users the opportunity to choose
the differential analysis method and different parameters
according to their questions. It also automatically gener-
ates files with different output formats essential for fur-
ther molecular characterizations and compatible for classi-
cal bioinformatic tools and/or for GALAXY genomic tools
(21). Then, START-R Viewer produces a nice interface to
visualize all the data generated by START-R Analyzer. Fur-
thermore, START-R suite freeware are available on GitHub
and their source codes are open to anyone who wants to im-
prove them, as, for example, for studies of allelic changes of
RT.

In conclusion, it is now possible for any biologist or lab-
oratory to readily explore new or previous RT data simply
and quickly. Thus, a large number of laboratories can to-
day use our software to find out whether their experimen-
tal conditions are affecting the RT process or are correlated
with other molecular mechanisms. START-R also allows
to determine what parts of the genome are impacted and
in which proportion and to characterize further those loci.
Thanks to the accessibility of our approaches and software,
their speed and efficiency, new research perspectives can be
efficiently envisaged.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NARGAB Online.
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